Quick Guide

BOX CONTENT

TECH SPECS

1. Earphone with mic + PTT (push to talk)
function with 3.5mm/ 4pin jack.

Speakers
Driver unit: 9mm speaker
Impedance: 16±15%Ω
Sensitivity: 95dB (1mW at 1KHZ)
Rated Power: 1mW
Power Handing: 10mW
Frequency Response: 10HZ-20000HZ
Cord Length: 1.2M
Plug: 3.5mm (4PIN)
3.5mm jack.

2. Three pairs of EQ FX tips. Bass & mid as
spare and high pitch on earphone.
3. Three pairs of ear tips. Big & small as
spare and middle size on earphone.
4. Adapter cable for PC (10cm) with two
3.5mm jack.
5. Protection case.
6. Quick guide.

Microphone
Type: Interference microphone
Chips with silk 6C
Sensitivity: - 35 ± 2dB
Operating voltage: 2V
Operating current: 0.25 ~ 0.4mA, 2.2KΩ
Microphone: 10P capacitor and 330Ω resistor

InstallatiOnInstructiOnS
1. PC Or NOtebOOk:

2. SMARTPHONE, TABLETS Or
NOtebOOk:

Use the adapter cable to plug the headphone to your PC. Plug
in the headphone jack into the soundcard’s speaker output jack
(usually green) and the microphone jack plug into the microphone
input jack (usually pink).

Use the 3.5mm plug that is wired to the earphone to plug with
the majority smartphones, tablets and notebooks with a combined
headphone and microphone jack (4pin 3.5mm socket). You can
push the in-lined microphone button to pick up the phone & push
again to hang up.

triFx plug&LISTEN system
Just unscrew the end tip of the earphones to change it and chose
the perfect sound and equalization for every moment.

WEEE NOTICE:
Symbol for Separate Collection in European Countries.
This symbol indicates that this product is to be collected separately.
The following apply only to users in European countries:

ultra bass
BOOSTER

HIGH PITch
ENHACER

This product is designated for separate collection at an appropriate
collection point. Do not dispose of as household waste.
PURE MIDS
aUDIO

For more information, contact the retailer or the local authorities in charge
of waste management.
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